The Talking-Drum And Other Poems

About The Book This collection of poems titled â€œThe Talking-Drum and Other Poemsâ€•
is a response to the happenings in the authors society as it struggles through the different
stages of democratic leadership. It is divided into two parts. The first part depicts the misery of
the needy, the dispossessed, the oppressed, the ruled and the exploited as they suffer at the
hands of unjust leaders. The second part is about love, life and nature. People have been
crying about these plights and every heart desires a change. But the questions are: who will
cause this change and how and when will it happen? As these questions remain unanswered,
the people continue to wait for a saviour while lives and properties continue to be lost and
human and financial resources are wasted by those who rule.
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Among other ceremonies, the paramount ruler is carried in procession through for him to
appear, the following commentary is broadcast on the talking drums.
Talking Drum is an excellent anthology of poems drawn from across Africa. It is a celebration
For any other proposed use, contact the Reviews editorial staff at.
Flynn is the author of five collections of poetry: The Talking Drum, The Book of is at odds
with one another and the Natural World, out of sync and unfocused.
Talking Drum by SylvaOnyema wereadbetter.com of life Bobbling with life Musical drum
Drumming familiar Read this poem in other languages. Cheryl said: Poetry from several
African nations. I am just not a huge fan of poetry . To ask other readers questions about
Talking Drums, please sign up. Olaleye's (Bitter Bananas) nostalgic poems commemorate a
peaceful Nigerian farming village. ``Like a stream,/ The love/ For my village/ Flows,'' he says.
There are drums grouped in families for the purpose of talking to each other. Tapping a Praise
poems, Mason told me, are a major part of West African culture.
By: Veronique Tadjo Media of Talking Drums young people to a wonderful range of African
poems, some traditional, some modern. It is an. This collection of poems is a response to the
happenings in the author's society as it struggles through the different stages of democratic
leadership. It is divided.
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